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WEDNESDAY, 20 NOVEMBER 2019 THEDAY.CO.UK

Emojination: It all began with designs of fried dough balls (bottom left). © O’Plérou Grebet 

The fight to save a continent with emojis
Could a joyous new set of 
symbols reverse centuries of 
pessimism about Africa? 
One young, graphic design 
student set out to do just 
that. Against all odds, he is 
now on the brink of 
success.

He started with food and drink. He began 
sharing designs of foutou (a bowl of mashed 
plantain and cassava) and gbofloto (fried 
dough balls) online. 

One of his favourite images, showing a 
plastic bag bursting with purple liquid, 
represents bissap (dried hibiscus flower 
juice). 

Today, O’Plérou Grebet, a young 
graphic artist from the Ivory Coast, has 
created 376 different emoji designs, and he 
hopes to keep going by creating images from 
countries all across Africa. 

His aim? Nothing less than to shatter 
the typical Western idea of Africa as a zone of 
famine and war.

Grebet’s designs are not official emojis 
because they have not been approved by the 
Unicode Consortium, a California-based 
organisation that reviews requests for new 
designs and sets standards for characters 
across different programmes and platforms. 

But a compilation of his images has 
been downloaded more than 100,000 times 
this year. And there is a groundswell of 
support for his work. 

He is a supporter of the campaign 
group Emojination, which pushes for greater 
representation among the official set of 
emojis and helped Rayouf Alhumedhi, then a 
Saudi student in Germany, get approval for 
the the hijab emoji recently. 

Think of Ethiopia and what do you see? 
Perhaps a starving child, flies in her eyes and 
belly distended. Painfully thin adults in 
raggedy clothes, staring balefully at the 
camera in a fetid refugee camp. Or possibly a 
famous self-declared saviour from the West, 
striding purposefully past the decaying corpse 
of an animal beside a dusty road. 

Think again. See, instead, a booming 
capital city, its cafes filled with graduates and 
cranes lining the horizon. A nation that is one 
of the world’s largest livestock producers and 
recently became the second country to take 
delivery of Boeing’s new 787 passenger jet. 
An economy that doubled in size this century 
and is growing at 7.5%.

The image of Africa promoted 
constantly by charities and the media is of a 
continent full of starving children, corruption, 
tribal fighting and terrifying disease. These 
are the stories the rich West likes to read 
about the “dark continent”. And they are the 
images that get the cash rolling in for the 
likes of Oxfam. 

But a new Africa is emerging, powered 
by capitalism, embracing globalisation and 
finally shaking off the shackles of colonialism 
and the Cold War that proved so crippling to 
development. 

The global top 10 fastest growing 
economies includes Ethiopia (in the number 
one slot), Rwanda, the Ivory Coast, Ghana 

and Tanzania. Bundle all African countries 
together and they have grown faster for much 
of the past decade than East Asia.

This is the youngest continent, enjoying 
a demographic dividend with a working 
population growing by around 10 million 
people each year. An emerging middle class 
— one-third of Africans — is behind an 
explosion in consumerism. Already, Africans 
spend more per head than Indians on goods 
and services.

Could a new set of symbols reverse 
centuries of pessimism? 

Emojing economy

Not a hope, say some. The problems of Africa 
aren’t just image problems. Africa is the 
world’s last frontier in the fight against 
extreme poverty. Today, one in three Africans 
—422 million people — live below the global 
poverty line. They represent more than 70% 
of the world’s poorest people.

Of course they can, say others. There 
are 3.2 billion internet users worldwide and 
92% of them regularly use emojis. Mobile 
communications tend to be rapid, and as the 
old saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand 
words. The most powerful tool in human 
history is the story — and Africa needs a new 
story. These new emojis will help to create it.

Page 1 of 2The Day | The fight to save a continent with emojis
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The big question: Can emojis change perceptions of Africa? 

Notes from the class discussion: 
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THURSDAY, 19 MAY 2011 THEDAY.CO.UK

Fat people in Arizona told: ‘Diet or be fined’
Overweight welfare

claimants in the US state of

Arizona face paying fines if

they don't follow diets laid

down by their doctor. Is

that fair?

In this global recession, with everyone cutting
costs, the state of Arizona is proposing a
radical idea.

It wants to impose a $50 (£31) annual
fine for overweight Medicaid recipients who
don't follow a health regime developed with
their doctor.

Medicaid – the programme which
provides healthcare for the poor – is
expensive. It costs the US federal and state
governments $339bn (£209bn) a year, and
this figure is climbing 8% annually.

Something has to be done and Arizona
believes the overweight – who comprise 25%
of the state's population – can help out.

Monica Coury, assistant director at
Arizona's Medicaid programme is clear: 'If
your doctor believes you can do something
about your weight and prescribes a regime for
you and you choose not to follow it, your
treatment – for heart problems in later life,
for example – is costing more and we're
asking you to put something back to the
system.'

In the UK, with our National Health
Service, medical treatment is free whenever
we need it. In the US, however, people need
health insurance to cover the costs. Those
who can't afford insurance rely on Medicaid,
so this move to fine obesity will only affect
the poor.

But is poverty itself part of the
problem? Ziporah Janowski, from Camp
Shane weight loss camp in Arizona believes it
is

'The reason people are obese is complicated
and saying 'eat less' is not enough. People
don't have access to grocery stores that carry
healthy foods, don't have the funds to buy
them and don't have the education to know
what to buy.'

Wes Benedict of the Libertarian Party
has other issues with the scheme, believing
it's just another example of nanny-state
interference.
'If you want to save the state money,' he says,
'which libertarians do, cut Medicaid across

the board, but don't single out overweight
people and smokers.'

But Arizona, with the second-highest
proportion of Medicaid recipients in the US, is
keen to act and will do if it gets the thumbs
up from Washington.

Feeling fine 
The US Center for Disease Control and
Prevention has named obesity as the number
one health risk facing America.

It estimates that obesity – being 30%
over the ideal body weight for your height –
causes 400,000 deaths a year in the US and
costs the economy $123bn (£76bn) per
annum.

Expanding waistlines bring expanding
costs, and with states across the country
facing huge budget cuts, the Arizona
experiment is being closely watched.

Is a 'Fat Fine' the future for America's
poor?

https://theday.co.uk/
https://theday.co.uk/
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The big question: Is obesity an unsolvable problem? 

Notes from the class discussion: 
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Recession:  A period of time in which 

there is a decrease in economic activity 

and many people do not have jobs 

Medicaid: Medicaid in the United 

States is a government program that 

helps with medical costs for some 

people with limited income and 

resources 

Health Regimen: A plan or set of rules 

about food, exercise, etc., to make 

someone become or stay healthy. 

Nanny state: A Government regarded 

as overprotective or as interfering too 

much with personal choice. 

Economy: the process or system by 

which goods and services are 

produced, sold, and bought in a 

country or region 
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THURSDAY, 15 FEBRUARY 2018 THEDAY.CO.UK

Eco-future? Global coal use appears to have peaked, and some think oil could soon decline too.

Global clean energy surges as coal declines
Can we really stop climate

change? Our focus may be

on bad news but good

things are happening and in

many parts of the world

solar power is getting

progressively cheaper and

more effective.

There is little doubt that man-made global
warming is happening, and happening fast. In
total, 16 of the last 17 years have been the
hottest on record. Sea levels are rising at the
fastest rate for thousands of years, with cities
like Shanghai and Miami at risk of
disappearing underwater. Meanwhile, Earth’s
oceans are becoming ever-more acidic —
turning once vibrant coral reefs into desolate
wastelands.

Put all these facts together and the
quest to bring climate change under control
can feel doomed. But recently there have
been breakthroughs which just might bring
hope.

They centre on how we produce energy.
Greenhouse gases come from burning fossil
fuels — whether for generating electricity or
powering cars and planes. The most polluting
fossil fuel is coal.

But coal is in decline. In 2016 the UK
generated more electricity from wind than
coal for the first time ever. And last year it
produced less carbon dioxide emissions than

it did in 1894 (when Queen Victoria was on
the throne and people still travelled in horse
and carts).

Other countries are following suit. An
alliance of 20 nations has promised to end
coal use completely by 2030. Sweden is even
aiming to give up all fossil fuels by 2045.

This reversal could soon hit oil too.
Recently, trillions of dollars of investment has
been pulled out of fossil fuel businesses, with
oil companies hit hard. Some think the world
will reach “peak oil” by 2025, at which point
humanity’s demand for the black stuff will
decrease — just as with coal now.

The reason? Electric cars and
renewable energy, as wind and solar power
are getting cheaper and more effective. China
recently built an enormous grid of solar
panels in the shape of a giant panda — it is so
big it can be seen from space (and also
produces as much energy as burning a
million tonnes of coal).

It is hoped that one day this clean
energy will power fleets of electric vehicles.

And based on how quickly cars overtook the
horse and carriage, some researchers think
most of us will be driving electric cars by
2040.

But can we really stop global warming?

Going Green

We have passed the point of no return, some
argue. Even if we stop pumping out all
greenhouse gases right now, the world would
continue warming up. And despite some
countries cutting down on fossil fuels, global
carbon emissions still increased last year. It
does not look good.

There is much we can do, others say.
Scientists are giving us the tools; we need
politicians to implement the policies — even if
that means going against fossil fuel
companies. And if climate change cannot be
stopped, we can still limit it to manageable
levels, thus avoiding its worst consequences
such as devastating flooding.

https://theday.co.uk/
https://theday.co.uk/
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The big question: Is climate change the most important issue of our time? 

Notes from the class discussion: 

Summary of final thoughts in one beautiful sentence: 
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TUESDAY, 14 MAY 2019 THEDAY.CO.UK

No so private: Spyware has been found on iPhones of journalists and dissidents since 2016.

iPhone cracked in WhatsApp surveillance attack
News is emerging today

that a weakness in

WhatsApp has allowed spy

software on to phones,

possibly for years. The

implications for our privacy

are huge. Civil rights groups

are outraged.

As the world’s biggest gathering of tech
leaders, inventors, writers and shoppers
converged on Las Vegas for the Consumer
Electronics Show at the start of the year,
many noticed an unusual billboard.

Apple, the world’s biggest tech
company, usually avoids the fray. But, this
year, it bought a huge site on the side of the
Marriott Hotel overlooking the conference, for
a giant poster. “What happens on your
iPhone, stays on your iPhone,” read the words
— a parody of the famous gambling city’s
marketing catchphrase: “What happens in
Vegas, stays in Vegas.”

It was the launch of Apple’s new global
advertising campaign: “Privacy. That’s
iPhone”, highlighting the importance of
privacy to Apple products.

Apple has repeatedly and publicly
fought to keep user data away from prying
eyes. Apple CEO Tim Cook says privacy is a
“fundamental human right”, a statement the
company has repeated many times.

It now turns out that, unbeknown to
crowds milling around below, a secretive
Israeli company, NSO Group, thousands of
miles away, was at the very same time
holding a meeting that reduced Apple’s claim
to ashes.

According to one person at the meeting,
the executives from NSO Group made a bold
claim: using just one simple missed call on
WhatsApp, it had figured out a way to “drop
its payload”, enabling a piece of software
called Pegasus to penetrate the darkest
secrets of any iPhone.

Within minutes of the missed call, the
phone starts revealing its encrypted content,
mirrored on a computer screen halfway
across the world. It then transmits back the
most intimate details, such as private
messages or location, and even turns on the
camera and microphone to live-stream
meetings.

The software itself is not new — it was
the latest upgrade to a decade-old technology
so powerful that the Israeli defence ministry
regulates its sale. But the WhatsApp hack
was an enticing new “attack vector”, the
person says. “Great from a sales point.”

NSO’s few hundred engineers claim
they have managed to manoeuvre around
whatever obstacle Apple has thrown in its
way. Android phones are easier to infect.

The NSO Group says Pegasus has been
used by dozens of countries to prevent
terrorist attacks, infiltrate drug cartels and
help rescue kidnapped children.

But two lawsuits against the company,
which have been filed in Israel and Cyprus
and build on investigations by human rights
groups, claim they tracked the software to the
phones of journalists; dissidents and critics of
governments from Mexico to Saudi Arabia,
including a researcher at Amnesty
International; the wife of a murdered Mexican
journalist, and anti-corruption activists.

Big Brother calling?

This story touches on the deepest fears of
modern humanity — fears explored with
astonishing prescience by George Orwell in
1984 and Aldous Huxley in Brave New World,
books published in 1949 and 1932
respectively. In Orwell’s imaginary world,
every citizen is under constant surveillance by
the authorities and reminded of this by the
slogan: “Big Brother is watching you”, on
display everywhere.

What if this is happening today? Orwell
and Huxley knew the consequences were
grave. If we can all be tracked on our phones
(“our surrogate brains”), what does this do to
our souls? Without privacy, surely freedom
dies? And without freedom, is life just a pale
shadow of what it ought to be?

https://theday.co.uk/
https://theday.co.uk/
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The big question: Is our right to privacy a thing of the past? 
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FRIDAY, 7 AUGUST 2015 THEDAY.CO.UK

Sweet sorrow: Claire Danes and Leonardo DiCaprio in Baz Luhrmann’s 1996 adaptation. 

Romeo and Juliet: Fighting gang culture
Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet tells the story of two 
warring families who finally 
put aside their differences. 
Must it always take a 
tragedy to end such bitter 
feuds?

‘From ancient grudge break to new mutiny, 
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.’

What makes William Shakespeare’s 
Romeo and Juliet ‘the greatest love story of 
all time’? Many believe it is not the romance 
between its two heroes, but the tragedy of 
their deaths. Juliet describes Romeo as ‘my 
only love sprung from my only hate’. The feud 
between the Montague and Capulet families 
is what makes a good love story great.

But Romeo and Juliet’s power also 
comes from the resolution between these two 
families. A ‘glooming peace’ descends in the 
final scene, as the two agree to set their 
differences aside. Despite the tragedy caused 
by hate, love has the final say.

In modern versions of the play, 
directors sometimes feel a new or 
contemporary setting is needed to bring alive 
the two families’ hostility and violence. In Baz 
Luhrmann’s cinematic adaptation, as in the 
musical West Side Story, gang warfare is the 
perfect retelling of rivalry among Medieval
nobility. 

When the most infamous street gang of 
Los Angeles was formed amid the racial 
tensions of the late 1960s, it was intended 
as a way of protecting the African-American 
community from police harassment. But the 
Crips soon fell into violence and drug crimes. 
In the 1970s, a bitter rivalry began with a 
new gang known as the Bloods. Each spread 
throughout the US, and the Crips are now 
estimated to have around 30,000 members. 
The rivalry was responsible for large numbers 
of murders over the next decades, and often 
inspired the gangsta rap which emerged in 
the 1980s. 

But in Baltimore this year, the rivalry 
was finally put to an end. Gang members 
announced that they had united for a 
‘common good’ during the riots which gripped 
the city after the death of Freddie Gray. They 
promised to try to protect and rebuild the 
community, and urged justice in the face of 
police brutality. 

‘Love’s heavy burden’

Romeo and Juliet shows the senseless horror 
which can be caused by irrational, violent 
feuds. But some argue that Baltimore’s truce 
between its two infamous gangs is proof that 
power for change exists. Decades of violence 
have been put aside for a cause the 
members believe in. Like Juliet’s love sprung 
from her hate, sometimes good can also 
come from tragedy.

But others point out that we should not 
rely on extreme events to end these kinds of 
feuds. After all, the gang rivalries have 
already caused plenty of tragedies 
themselves. In Compton, a truce has been 
reached by diplomacy instead. The city’s 
mayor Aja Brown began reaching out to Crips 
and Bloods leaders in 2014, and helped 
them agree to keep the peace through weekly 
meetings. ‘Seeing people decide to choose 
love instead of hate is phenomenal,’ she 
said.
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The big question: How should the US tackle its remaining gang problems? 
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In numbers: Migrants line up to register for processing near the camp yesterday. © PA

Thousands moved as Calais ‘Jungle’ demolished
Police will begin dismantling

a notorious camp for

migrants in the north of

France today. Most of its

residents want a better life

in Britain — so does the UK

have a duty to give it to

them?

‘I will not move one inch from here. I just
have one hope: to get to the UK.’

These are the words of one Iraqi
migrant in Calais. People like him have
intermittently set up makeshift homes in the
northern French port since 1999. Today, the
French authorities will attempt to end the
practice, when they demolish the infamous
‘Jungle’ — a camp which has been home to
around 7,000 people.

The Jungle’s population has swelled as
Europe’s migration and refugee crisis has
grown more acute in recent months. Reports
have highlighted limited toilets and running
water, rife disease, the menace of criminals
and trafficking gangs and confrontations with
police and local thugs. The UNHCR has
described conditions in the camp as
‘appalling’.

Most of the migrants are young men
who have fled violence, dictatorship or
poverty in the Middle East and parts of Africa.
They have travelled thousands of miles, often

risking their lives in the Sahara and the
Mediterranean.

Many see Calais as a potential gateway
to the UK. Some have tried climbing on lorries
or Eurostar trains or even walking through the
Channel Tunnel to reach their preferred
destination. Several have died.

Yesterday the migrants began to be
transferred to refugee centres across France.
Tensions ran high after clashes at the
weekend. Police feared British anarchist
groups could encourage violence. Clare
Moseley, of the charity Care4Calais, said
sending people to refugee centres ‘does not
constitute a long-term solution to the crisis’.

Aid agencies are among those calling
on Britain to give more of the migrants
asylum. In the last week the UK has begun
accepting some of the 1,300 unaccompanied
children from the camp. But the government
has been reluctant to accept others, amid
public hostility to immigration. Last month it
began building a wall at Calais, in an effort to
deter those trying to get into Britain.

Does Britain have a duty to take more
of the migrants in?

Settling the issue

It is a moral imperative, say some. These
people are fleeing war and misery to build a
better life in a peaceful country. Some have
family ties in the UK; many are refugees; and
even the others have been dispossessed by
an accident of birth. If Britain tries to turn
away from the world’s problems, migrants will
set up other camps, probably in even worse
conditions.

That is emotional blackmail, retort
others. The migrants may be desperate, but
so are millions worldwide. These people have
travelled through several safe countries and
are trying to break the law. Giving in under
pressure would encourage others to risk their
lives. And it would threaten a system which
keeps order and protects a valuable way of
life in Britain and Europe.

https://theday.co.uk/
https://theday.co.uk/
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The big question: Should anyone in the world be able to move where they want? 
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Dividing lines: Police brutality and social unrest are under the spotlight in Brazil © PA

Rio rocked by riots in run-up to World Cup
The world’s greatest football

event is fewer than 50 days

away, yet in the past week

Brazil has experienced

serious social unrest. Will

the World Cup bring any

benefits to ordinary people?

It will be the ‘cup of all cups’ according to
Brazil’s president, Dilma Rousseff, as the
country gears up to host football’s 2014
World Cup.

But in the past two weeks, excitement
over the beautiful game has been tainted by
some ugly scenes. Gunfights, protests and
even killings are escalating, just weeks before
the tournament is due to kick-off on 12th
June.

Last week, one favela near the world
famous Copacabana beach erupted in
violence, and protests have been raging ever
since.

Residents accused police of killing a
popular television dancer and actor, 26-year-
old Douglas Rafael da Silva, after they
mistook him for a gang member. ‘I want
everyone coming to the World Cup to know
the truth about our police. They hunt and they
kill,’ said Maria da Silva, his distraught
mother.

Tensions are running high in a country
known both for its love of football, but also its

gang violence and deep social inequality. In
Rio de Janeiro, where the England team will
be based, crime has spiked in recent months,
and reported street robberies have increased
by almost a third since last year, from 4,700
to 6,700.

In the run-up to the World Cup, Brazil is
desperately trying to clean up its image and
ensure that it will be safe for visitors. Earlier
this month more than 1,400 police officers
and Brazilian marines rolled into slums near
Rio de Janeiro’s airport in an effort to rid
impoverished areas of heavily armed drug
gangs that rule Rio’s shanty towns.

Brazil’s government had promised that
the World Cup would generate 3.6m jobs and
produce other gains for ordinary people, but
many Brazilians are sceptical – 49% of
Brazilians now believe the Cup will do more
harm than good.

They complain that the police are just
as violent as the gangs, and that the
tournament will cost too much. Any changes

are simply cosmetic: ‘para inglês ver’ or ‘for
the English to see’, as the locals complain.

Has the World Cup already come at too
high a price for Brazil?

Fever pitch

Yes, argue some. The extraordinary wave of
protests that has hit Brazil since last year
show that the World Cup ignores the plight of
ordinary citizens. While the government
spends lavish sums on new stadia, poor
Brazilians are enraged that they still lack
adequate hospitals and schools.

But others say that major sporting
events are capable of regenerating poor
areas, creating jobs and boosting business.
They argue that gang violence would occur
with or without the World Cup, and many
Brazilians have welcomed the greater police
presence in the favelas and a crackdown on
crime. Besides, Brazil’s passion for football is
unmatched, and when the time comes, the
nation will unite behind its great sporting
spectacle.

https://theday.co.uk/
https://theday.co.uk/
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The big question: Did the World Cup come at too high a price for the people of Brazil?  
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Detained: “Things can be concentration camps without being Auschwitz,” said one historian. © Getty 

USA accused of running concentration camps
Are the detention centres 
along the southern US 
border “concentration 
camps”? Congresswoman 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
has sparked a row over 
language and history by 
saying that they are.

Here are the facts: every day, a record 
52,000 adults are being held by the USA’s 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
agency (ICE), in around 200 detention 
centres. They are there because they tried to 
cross illegally into the US. 

There are also around 13,700 children, 
who attempted the same crossing, being 
looked after by the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). 

For many of those children, the 
conditions are dire.

When a team of lawyers interviewed 60 
children at a Border Patrol station in El Paso, 
Texas, they found obvious signs of neglect. 
“Kids are taking care of kids, and there’s 
inadequate food, water and sanitation for the 
250 infants, children and teens,” reported 
The Associated Press. 

Other reports have described a lack of 
beds or blankets; lights left on at all hours; no 
soap or toothbrushes to keep children clean. 
At least seven children have died in the last 
year. 

Last week, New York congresswoman 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez aired her disgust on 
social media. “The United States is running 
concentration camps on our southern 
border,” she said. “That is exactly what they 
are: they are concentration camps.”

Can that be true? The next day, she 
cited Andrea Pitzer, author of a history of 
concentration camp systems. Pitzer defines 
them as “mass detention of civilians without 
trial”. By that measure, Ocasio-Cortez is right.

However, the term is extremely loaded. 
It is most often used to describe camps in 
Nazi Germany, which were used to kill six 
million Jews during the Holocaust. 

“You demean their memory and 
disgrace yourself with comments like this,” 
Republican congresswoman Liz Cheney 
tweeted at Ocasio-Cortez.

Some historians are also cautious. 
“What we’re doing is just not the same as 
what the Nazis or the Soviets did,” the 
historian Lance Janda told PolitiFact. “It’s a 
disservice to people suffering under 

dictatorships around the world to act like it 
is.” 

Language matters

So, is the US running concentration camps or 
not? Of course, it is partly a matter of how you 
define them. If a concentration camp means 
holding people in poor conditions — without 
trial because they are seen as undesirable — 
then, yes. If it means repeating one of the 
most extreme crimes in history — the 
deliberate murder of millions of people — 
then, no.

But does arguing over terminology miss 
the point? Perhaps the real question is: can 
this situation ever be acceptable? For many, 
the answer is no. Charles M Blow writes in 
The New York Times: “We can use any form 
of fuzzy language we want, but the United 
States under Donald Trump is currently 
engaged in an unconscionable act […]. 
Immigrants seeking asylum have surged. And 
he is meeting the surge with indescribable 
cruelty.”
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The big question: Are Concentration Camps a thing of the past? 
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Mysterious: There is no known simple formula which separates prime numbers from other numbers.

Meet the world’s largest known prime number
How important are prime

numbers? The largest known

prime number has just been

discovered by an engineer

from Tennessee. It is 23

million characters long and

is known simply as

M77232917.

They start small and regular: 2, 3, 5, 7. Then
they become slightly more sparsely spread:
10,009, 10,037. But though it seems
unlikely, there are prime numbers (numbers
only divisible by one and themselves)
stretching to lengths which can scarcely be
imagined.

Last week the largest known prime
number was discovered. It was found after six
full days of nonstop computing on a PC
owned by Jonathan Pace, a 51-year-old
electrical engineer from Tennessee. He can
now collect a $3,000 reward.

Known as M77232917, the figure is
arrived at by calculating 2 to the power of
77,232,917 and subtracting 1, leaving an
enormous string of 23,249,425 digits. By way
of comparison, the Bible contains about 3.5
million letters, not including spaces. Writing
the whole number down would take up a
bookshelf.

The number belongs to a rare group of
Mersenne prime numbers, named after a
French monk. These function like normal

primes, but all are derived by multiplying twos
together over and over before taking away
one. One example is 31: 2 to the power of 5
is 32, then subtract 1.

The previous record-holding number
was the 49th Mersenne prime ever found,
making the new one the 50th.

Asked about mathematicians’
fascination with such mammoth numbers,
Chris Caldwell, a professor who runs a
website on the largest primes, said: “They are
exciting to those of us who are interested in
them. It’s like asking why do you climb a
mountain.” This is maths for the purists.

But primes have real-world uses too,
especially in computer science. For example:
the bank card that you might carry is
protected by an access code. This cannot be
stored openly on the card, so encryption is
used to store it instead. This encryption uses
multiplications, divisions, and remainders of
large prime numbers.

Or, think of the cicada. This is an insect
which lives in the ground and comes out after

7, 13 or 17 years: all prime numbers.
Because cicadas only emerge at these times,
predators cannot adapt and kill them.

But does finding the largest known
prime really matter?

Number theory

Of course, say maths lovers. It matters
because it adds to the store of human
knowledge, like the discovery of faraway
galaxies. No knowledge is useless, but prime
numbers are especially useful. They are the
fundamental building blocks of all numbers,
which are themselves the building blocks of
our understanding of the universe.

Understanding relatively low prime
numbers is useful, but the latest discovery is
too big to be either comprehensible by
ordinary people or useful in the real world.
Chris Caldwell compares prime numbers to
diamonds, where the small ones are useful in
industry and the large ones simply serve as
showpieces.
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Beatlemania: The band has more number one albums than any other artist in Britain.

Imagine there’s no Beatles. It’s easy if you try.
How would the world have

looked without the Fab

Four? That is the question

posed by Richard Curtis’s

new film, Yesterday. Pop,

protest and the sexual

revolution might have been

very different.

When you hear Beatles, you immediately
think insects. Oasis is just “an isolated area
of vegetation in a desert”. Meanwhile,
Coldplay’s Fix You is considered one of the
greatest songs ever written. And cigarettes?
Never heard of them.

This is the alternate universe imagined
in the new film Yesterday, out in cinemas
today. It is about a British songwriter called
Jack Malik who wakes up and realises that he
is the only person who remembers the
1960s’ Liverpool band, The Beatles.

So, naturally, Jack steals their songs
and becomes an international pop sensation
— with a little help from his friend Ed
Sheeran, who advises Jack: “Song title: Hey
Dude.”

The film is written by Richard Curtis (of
Notting Hill and Love Actually fame), and
directed by Danny Boyle (the man behind
Slumdog Millionaire and both Trainspotting
films).

But, music aside, the fictional world of
Yesterday is not so different from our own.
Curtis says he preferred to focus on a love

story, rather than on how The Beatles
“probably changed our whole culture”.

Would history really have been the
same without the world’s biggest boy band?

Certainly, pop music would have
sounded different. “Their albums tied
together the various strands of 60s’ pop,”
writes The Guardian’s music critic Alexis
Petridis. Bob Dylan’s lyricism; pop
psychedelics; African-American rock ’n’ roll:
these styles would have remained disparate
and scattered, rather than coalescing into a
“world-shaking force”.

Music journalist Peter Doggett suggests
that music would not have played such a big
role in teenage rebellions in later decades.
Instead of punk or rap music, he imagines a
world where “the real rebellions are
elsewhere – in fashion, art, folk music and
poetry – and none of them impinge on pop”.

In 1968, The Beatles travelled to India
and took up yoga and meditation. Without the
group’s interest in these Eastern practices,
they may never have crossed over into
mainstream Western culture.

Lady Gaga has even credited The
Beatles with “the birth of the sexual
revolution”. Would millions of young women
have thrown off old ideas about sex had they
not been so captivated by four, handsome
lads from Liverpool?

Times of trouble?

The real question is: can one person (or four
people) change the course of history? It was
certainly magical when two of the world’s
greatest songwriters collaborated: John
Lennon’s out-of-the-box creativity coupled
with Paul McCartney’s focus on detail
produced music that was unique and
unequalled.

But history is long and winding, and all
of us play a part in building culture. The anti-
war movement, the sexual revolution, the
influence of psychedelic drugs: all these
events shaped the 1960s — and the decades
that followed — with or without The Beatles.
They just happened to sound a little different.
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End of the road: The combustion engine shaped the 20th century, but will not survive the 21st. 

France and Volvo herald era of electric cars
France will ban sales of 
petrol and diesel cars by 
2040 and Volvo has said all 
its models will be electric by 
2019. The electric era is 
coming, but do we need the 
state to make it happen?

It was an invention that changed the world. 
When the Dutch scientist Christian Huygens 
first experimented with a gunpowder engine 
in 1678, he could not have known how useful 
and ubiquitous its descendants would 
become. 

Now there is an internal combustion 
engine in almost every car, bus and lorry you 
see.

But that is about to change. Yesterday, 
France became the first country to announce 
a ban on selling petrol or diesel powered cars 
by 2040. Other countries, including Norway, 
the Netherlands, Germany and India, are 
considering following suit.

A day earlier, Volvo became the first 
traditional car manufacturer to announce that 
all new models would be either electric or 
hybrid in two years time. 

Meanwhile, Tesla, Elon Musk’s cutting 
edge electric car company, will launch its new 
Model 3 later this month. The 
battery-powered car is designed to be more 
affordable than previous models and will be 
the first that the company aims to mass 

produce. That the name rhymes with another 
era-defining car is surely no coincidence. 

The Ford Model T was introduced in the 
USA in 1908. It was the first car to be mass 
produced on assembly lines, making it the 
first to be affordable to ordinary people. By 
1927, 15m had rolled out of Ford’s factories. 

Uptake of the motor car stalled in the 
1930s due to the Great Depression, and 
manufacturers ceased civilian production 
entirely in 1942 in order to produce military 
vehicles for the second world war.

In the 1950s demand bounced back 
and by 1970, almost 50% of households in 
the UK owned a car.

But they came with a cost. In 2014, 
over 25% of UK carbon emissions came from 
transport. It is now estimated that 40,000
deaths per year are linked to air pollution in 
the UK, much of it from personal vehicles. 

However, particularly after the diesel 
emissions scandal in 2014, consumers seem 
increasingly willing to pay extra for greener 
cars. 

Commenting on its decision to go 
electric, Volvo cited higher-than-expected 
sales of more expensive hybrid models, while 
Tesla have succeeded despite high prices.

With consumers already driving the 
electric car revolution, do we really need 
governments to step in and ban them?

Round the bend

No, say some. The market is clearly headed in 
that direction as consumers become more 
aware of emissions and the technology 
needed for electric cars comes down in price. 
But there is no need for the government to 
ban sales of petrol cars altogether. People 
should have a choice.

There is an urgent need, say others. It 
is called climate change. If we do not bring 
down carbon emissions very quickly, the 
effects will be catastrophic. The market might 
not move quickly enough, so government 
should intervene to make sure.
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Robot dilemmas: ‘I Robot’ is one of many Hollywood films that explores robot ethics. 

UN to debate ethics of killer robots
Robots may soon be nursing 
the elderly, driving our cars 
and fighting our wars, so we 
need them to behave 
responsibly. But can an 
android ever be trusted to 
take life-or-death 
decisions?

A robot is driving a family’s car down a 
motorway when suddenly it faces an 
imminent crash. If the car swerves left, it will 
hit a motorcyclist riding without a helmet. If it 
swerves right, it will hit a motorcyclist with a 
helmet, and so more likely to survive the 
crash, but this would mean targeting a 
person who chose to be safe. What should 
the robot do?

With robots set to become a much 
larger part of our lives, this is just one of the 
many ethical dilemmas their designers are 
facing.

Driverless cars will be cruising our 
streets by the 2020s and a Japanese 
university has been developing robot nurses. 
Unmanned drones are now regularly used by 
the US military and semi-autonomous 
machine-gun robots patrol South Korea’s 
northern border. 

Many countries are designing 
independent robot soldiers, and this week the 
UN is hosting its first ever international 
convention on the ethics of ‘lethal 

autonomous weapon systems’: robots that 
are programmed to kill. A coalition of NGOs 
called ‘Campaign to Stop Killer Robots’ wants 
them to be made illegal.

Yet experts say that, compared to the 
problems of civilian robots, controlling 
military robots is relatively easy. Robots do 
not really ‘think’, but do what they have been 
programmed to do in a certain situation. 
International law already makes clear when 
an attack is allowed, such as when no 
civilians are present, and robots can be 
programmed to follow this rule. 

However, everyday robots will face 
more subtle ethical problems. If a human is in 
a lift and a robot needs to use it to deliver an 
urgent package, should it just wait or tell the 
human to move? Philosophers note that 
humans often disagree over what is the 
correct behaviour in many situations, so how 
can we possibly programme robots to handle 
them?

Trust or let rust?

Given the complexity of these dilemmas, 
some say we should stop developing 
autonomous robots altogether. A recent UK 
survey found that more than one in three 
thinks that robots in the future will endanger 
the human race. Almost half those polled 
said they threaten traditional ways of life. Just 
because we can develop these robots does 
not mean we should.

Yet engineers say that despite the 
dilemmas over ethical programming, 
autonomous robots will do us more good than 
harm. They will be safer than human soldiers, 
because they are not emotional and stay 
calm in tense situations. They can provide 
24/7 care for the elderly and be more 
attentive than people. Worldwide there are 
1.3m road deaths every year, 90% of which 
are caused by human error. Driverless cars 
will save a huge number of lives. Robots have 
the potential to make our lives much safer 
and happier and we should embrace their 
development.
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